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INLP Course Practice
We propose you 3 ways to practice the concepts presented in the lectures
(overall goal: learning by doing):
I direct post-lecture “hands-on”:

mostly paper and pencil simple exercises on examples and core concepts of the
lecture

Goals:
I check direct understanding of core concepts
I preparation for quizzes

I at home exercises:
PDF files for both handouts and solutions are provided (on the website)

Goals:
I check broader understanding of core concepts and how they could interact
I preparation for quizzes and final exam

I practical sessions (on computer): real practice on data/programming

Goals:
I check practial understanding/real world applicaiton of core concepts
I make real use of theoretical concepts
I preparation for quizzes, final exam and future project/internship/work.
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QUESTION I [2 pt]

(from Fall 2018 quiz 4)

For a given query Q, an IR system retrieves 50 documents with a precision P = 0.6. If one
assumes that the total number of relevant documents for Q is N = 100, what is the recall R of
the system for Q?

Provide the answer in a form of a fraction.

R =

Extra questions (not in the original quiz): Assume the total collection contains 1000 documents.
For the above system, for query Q:

• What is the confusion matrix?

• What would be the accuracy?

• Does it make sense?
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QUESTION II [6 pt]

(from Fall 2018 quiz 2)

To prepare for an evaluation campaign of NLP systems performing sentiment analysis (i.e. NLP
systems able to indicate, for any input text, whether it corresponds to a positive or negative
feeling), 100 documents have been analyzed by two human annotators, leading to the following
confusion matrix:

Annotator 1 \ Annotator 2 Positive Negative
Positive 57 3 60
Negative 3 37 40

60 40 100

À What is the kappa score for the agreement between the annotators? (Provide your answer
in the form of a fraction)

κ =

Á Based on the obtained kappa score, can one say that the gathered annotated data is suitable
for performing the targeted campaign?

[ ] Yes

[ ] No

QUESTION III [2 pt]

(from Fall 2018 quiz 2)

To validate the reference corpus prepared for the evaluation of NLP systems on a given task, a
large corpus has been annotated by two human experts, and the resulting kappa score is slightly
above 0.8. The organizers of the evaluation campaign would like to provide some additional
guarantee that the produced annotated corpus is indeed good enough. Indicate which of the
following methods is the most adequate one for this purpose:

[ ] Perform a cross-validation to learn the kappa score

[ ] Split the annotated corpus into T consecutive sub-corpora of equal size and perform a
statistical test on the kappa score

[ ] Derive from the annotated corpus T random sub-corpora of equal size and perform a sta-
tistical test on the kappa score
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